POWERFUL WIRELESS STATION COMES INTO OPERATION TO-A-DAY

(Continued from page 1) At the present time, the W.T.F.T. Station is the only wireless station in the world that is equipped for the aerial production of wireless sound. This station, in its daytime operation, will bring forcefully before the world such a new world as has never before been seen or heard. Under the leadership of F. W. Frawley, the station is now being operated under the direction of Roy Appleton, E. W. Hammond, and A. H. Clark.

GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES

nder the government to coordinate all educational and scientific activities of the United States, the Department of Commerce is now engaged in the development of a nationwide system of educational and scientific wirelSS stations.

AERIAL DEPARTMENT DIRECTLY

The Department of Commerce has been given the responsibility of coordinating all educational and scientific activities of the United States. The Department of Commerce is now engaged in the development of a nationwide system of educational and scientific wireless stations.

American Metric Association Held MeetinG at St. Louis

Plans are complete for the annual meeting of the American Metric Association to be held at St. Louis December 29

The meeting will be held on December 29th and will include the following features:

1. A general discussion of the metric system and its application to commerce and industry.
2. A round table discussion on the metric system in the United States.
3. A panel discussion on the metric system in other countries.
4. A tour of the metric laboratory of the St. Louis University.
5. A reception and dinner at the St. Louis Hotel.

The meeting will be attended by representatives from government, industry, and academia, as well as interested individuals from around the world.
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Motor Quality

MOTOR QUALITY

MOTOR QUALITY

FINE TOOL ALLOY STEELS

WAREHOUSE

THE QUALITY HOUSE

303 Congress St.

HAWKESDOWNE

BOSTON, MASS.

DUPONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

Sensible Upholstery

When your auto cushions need reupholstering, there's a moderate priced material, highly adequate for the purpose, available in

DuPont Fabric

Wilmington, Del.

Motor Quality

The rugged strength of Motor Fab-

ric and its immunity from atmos-

pheric influences render perm-

anence and durability a given. As-

so soft luxurious feel, impervious
to moisture, dust and all ordinary for-
having the qualities of a cushion

to richness, permanence and easy

upkeep. Every auto trimming shop

has Motor Fabric or can get it quickly.

DuPont Fabric Company

Wilmington, Del.

Boston Office: Harvey Building
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